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Outline itinerary 

Day 1 Fly Keflavik & transfer Hotel Kríunes. 

Day 2/4 Excursions around the Reykjavik area  

Day 5/7 Fly Akureyri; excursions from Mývatn. 

Day 8 Fly London. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Departs 

July 2021 

Focus 

Birds, landscapes, flowers and geology   

Grading 

A/B. Easy to moderate day walks. See note on Page 5. 

Dates and Prices 

See website (tour code ISL06)  

Highlights 

• 3 nights on the edge of Lake Mývatn, a stronghold 

of the Gyrfalcon 

• Take the trail to Iceland’s newest active volcano  

• Look for Barrow’s Goldeneye & Harlequin Duck  

• Visit boiling mud pools, cinder cones & steaming 

fumaroles 

• Dramatic volcanic landscapes of north Iceland 

• Colourful plants flowering in the short summer 

period.  

• Whale watching from Husavik 

• Led by an expert naturalist guide Images from top: Fagradalsfjall Volcano, Red-necked Phalarope & Lake 

Mývatn  
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Introduction 

Iceland lies at an avian crossroads: the meeting place of Palearctic and Nearctic faunal regions. Here 

we find the most westerly breeding grounds of both Wigeon and Pied Wagtail, and the most 

easterly breeding populations of Great Northern Diver, Harlequin Duck and Barrow’s Goldeneye. 

Many species are very much tamer here than elsewhere in Europe and, although the variety of birds 

is limited, the sheer quality of Iceland’s northern specialties has long attracted visiting 

ornithologists. Mammals, though few, are of interest and include Arctic Fox, Grey Seal and an 

exciting variety of cetaceans such as Humpback Whale, White-beaked Dolphin and Orca. 

 

During the last Ice Age Iceland was covered by ice, erasing the vegetation. Since the ice retreated 

10,000 years ago the land has been recolonised by around 490 species of vascular plants. Although 

none are endemic, many are beautiful, northern specialists and in flower during July.    

 

Lying on the mid-Atlantic ridge and over a mantle plume, Iceland formed shortly after the Atlantic 

split apart. Volcanoes erupting every few years have, over millions of years, formed the entire island. 

These eruptions continue to this day and in 2021 the most recent volcano, Mount Fagradalsfjall, 

has been putting on a spectacular show for those fortunate to have seen it.    

 

Itinerary 

Please note that the itinerary below offers our planned programme of excursions.  However, adverse 

weather & other local considerations can necessitate some re-ordering of the programme during 

the course of the tour, though this will always be done to maximise best use of the time and weather 

conditions available.   

Day 1  Fly Keflavik, overnight Reykjavik  

We depart from London’s Heathrow Airport on an early afternoon flight to Keflavik, Iceland’s main 

international gateway. Arriving in the late afternoon, we will transfer the 45 minutes to Hotel 

Kríunes, our base for the next four nights on the outskirts of Reykjavik. Our hotel is comfortable 

and welcoming and boasts beautiful views over Lake Elliðavatn.  

Days 2 – 4  Southwest Iceland 

Due to covid restrictions it may be necessary to quarantine for the first 24 hours of our stay whilst 

awaiting the results of covid tests taken on arrival. These restrictions may, however, be relaxed 

before the arrival of our group and we will update you on any necessary requirements closer to 

departure. Should quarantine be necessary, however, it will still be possible to walk in the hotel 

grounds and observe the birds and flowers around Lake Elliðavatn.  

 

Once test results have been received, we will spend the remainder of Day 2 and then Days 3 and 4 

exploring the landscapes, geology and wildlife around Reykjavik.  
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We will spend one day exploring some of the most celebrated landscapes in southern Iceland, the 

so-called 'Golden Circle'. Our first stop, Thingvellir, is not only the site of the world's first parliament, 

the 'Althing', but is of great interest to the geologist for it sits astride the mid-Atlantic Ridge, the 

great cleft in the Earth's crust that separates the Eurasian tectonic plate from the North American 

plate. The junction is marked by two series of conspicuous parallel fault lines and shear basalt cliffs 

separated by a wide sunken valley a kilometre or two in width. This is one of those places in the 

world where the geology textbooks come alive and visitors can witness at first hand the amazing 

geological processes that have shaped the world we recognise today.   

 

After visiting the ‘Althing’, we will take a stroll by Thingvallavatn, where pure glacial waters from the 

Langjökull Glacier travel some 40 kilometres, through bedrock, before emerging here to form 

Iceland’s largest freshwater lake. The mournful calls of Great Northern Divers are usually heard 

echoing across the silvery water, whilst nearby we will go in search of Barrow’s Goldeneye on the 

River Sog.  

 

Continuing on, we will visit Gullfoss or the 

‘Golden Falls’, a spectacular double cascade of 

melt water, popularly considered to be the most 

beautiful waterfall in Iceland. Then to Geysir, 

home to the original 'geysir' (which is now sadly 

dormant), and other more active geothermal 

spoutings including Strokkur which reliably 

erupts every five minutes or so.  During this drive 

we should see plenty of Black-tailed Godwits, 

Whimbrel and perhaps Pink-footed Goose, 

although the latter will depend to some extent on whether or not they are still on their remote 

breeding grounds in the interior.  After a full day exploring this beautiful landscape we return to 

the Hotel Kriunes. 

 

On our other day hope to experience one of the natural world’s most awe-inspiring sights, that of 

an active volcano! After driving along the Reykjanes Peninsula we take the trail that leads to 

Iceland’s youngest volcano: Fagradalsfjall. After months of earth tremors this new volcano finally 

burst into life on 19th March 2021 and has put on a spectacular show ever since, with incandescent 

lava flowing out from the newly formed cones and fissures.  This is an ever-changing landscape and 

our plans will need to be flexible and may need to change at short notice. Safety is of course 

paramount and we will be guided by the advice of the Icelandic authorities and our guide.   

 

During our stay in the south, there should also be a little time to explore Iceland’s small and 

colourful capital, Reykjavik.  

 

 

 

Strokkur (Kerrie Porteous) 
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Day 5  Fly Akureyri drive to Mývatn  

This morning we will make our way to Reykjavik’s domestic airport for the short internal flight to 

Akureyri. From here we will drive for around 90 minutes to our hotel on the edge of Lake Mývatn, 

stopping en route at the delightful Godafoss waterfall. After arriving at our hotel – our base for the 

next 3 nights – we will settle in and start to enjoy the birdlife of the lake and the geothermal features 

nearby.  

Day 6 – 7  Mývatn 

We now have two full days to explore Lake Mývatn and the surrounding area. Around Mývatn we 

will be looking especially for Barrow's Goldeneye, Harlequin Duck, Great Northern Diver and Red-

necked Phalarope. Other species of waterfowl we usually see here include Whooper Swan, Common 

Scoter, Long-tailed Duck, Scaup, Tufted Duck, Pochard, Wigeon and Red-breasted Merganser. We 

will also keep one eye in the air for Gyrfalcon and Merlin.  Redwing, Wheatear, White Wagtail and 

Raven may also be seen – these four species comprising nearly half of all the species of passerines 

found in Iceland!  Waders of the area include Redshank, Whimbrel, Snipe, Dunlin and Golden Plover. 

We will also fit in a visit to the dramatic geothermal activity of Námafjall which includes high-

pressure sulphurous steam vents and boiling mud pools.   

 

• Mývatn means “midge lake” -vatn is the Icelandic for lake.  The “midges” are mostly non-biting 

chironomid flies. On this holiday they are rarely a problem. Their zone of activity does not extend 

far from the lake and, as far as possible, we make sure our day there is cool or windy, when the 

flies are not active. 

 

On the south side of the lake we explore the pseudo-craters of Skútustaðir which were formed as 

lava followed across marshy land, causing the superheated water to explode through the lava.  Red-

necked Phalarope and Slavonian Grebe are often seen here and this is yet another good place to 

look for Gyrfalcon. We will also see the first of many sturdy Icelandic horses and the local sheep, 

the latter exhibiting an extraordinary degree of road sense compared with their cousins further 

south in Europe! We will also visit the weird lava shapes of Dimmuborgir; an excellent area for 

flowers. Those of us wishing to enjoy a longer walk may continue on to climb a remarkable tefra 

ring crater called Hverfjall.  

 

The coastal town of Húsavík is also worth a 

visit. En-route we will have more opportunities 

to look for more Ptarmigan and in pools by the 

road we should find breeding Teal and other 

ducks. At Húsavík itself we head straight for the 

harbour to look for sea birds including the 

Glaucous Gull. At an outflow by the harbour 

there are usually Fulmar fighting over some 

mysterious delicacy and the ubiquitous Eider 

are, as always, in evidence. 
Slavonian Grebe (by D Phillips) 
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After lunch we board a whale-watching vessel for a three-hour trip to the west side of the bay. 

Humpback and Minke Whale are usually sighted and at least one species of dolphin on this trip. 

Seabirds are plentiful and include Puffin, Black Guillemot and Common Guillemot.  If the road is 

open we will return to Mývatn via Dettifoss, Europe's largest waterfall and the Jökulsá Canyon 

(Iceland's Grand Canyon). The sheer volume of water thundering over Dettifoss is breathtaking. 

Over 200 tons of water per second roars over the falls, meltwater from the ice caps far to the south. 

This is without doubt one of Europe's great natural wonders and a highlight of the tour for many.  

 

The trails around the lake and rivers running from it are good places to look for some of the plants 

that flower during July such as the Northern Green Orchid, Small White Orchid, Wood Cranesbill 

and Alpine Bartsia.    

 

For those that wish to, there will be the opportunity one evening to visit the Mývatn Nature Baths, 

and enjoy a soothing bathe in some of Iceland’s beautifully warm thermal waters. The Nature Baths 

are smaller and much quieter than Iceland’s more famous Blue Lagoon, but offer bathers a similarly 

relaxing experience! Please note that the entrance fee (approx. £30) is not included in the cost of 

the tour. 

Day 8  London 

This morning we must make our way back to Akureyri in time to catch our short flight to Reykjavik. 

We then transfer back to Keflavik Airport and connect with our late afternoon return flight to 

London.  

 

Tour grading 

Grade A/B - We enjoy a mixture of sightseeing by minibus and plenty of short walks over generally 

flat terrain. Please note, however, that the walk to the new volcano is more challenging but should 

not pose a problem for those with a reasonable level of fitness. At the time of writing the walk is 

about one hour and covers around 3km across tracks that have been smoothed to aid accessibility 

but you should still expect some rough terrain.   

Focus 

During the day we will focus on the beautiful landscapes, the geological features, the birds and 

flora of two separate regions of Iceland. Please note, however, that the new volcano is a natural 

phenomenon and, as such, there are no guarantees that it will remain active or indeed that access 

to see the volcano will be permitted during the dates of our visit.  Any journey to witness an active 

volcano is somewhat of a gamble and, whilst we hope for a spectacular experience, it will be subject 

to a variety of variables outside of Naturetrek's control.  
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Food & accommodation included in the price 

All accommodation and meals are included throughout the tour. We will be staying for four nights 

at Hotel Kríunes on the outskirts of Reykjavik, followed bythree3 nights at Hotel Mývatn. The hotels 

we use for this tour are comfortable, but not luxurious in nature; all rooms have private bathrooms, 

and tea and coffee making facilities and hairdryers in the rooms. Free Wi-Fi is available at both 

hotels. Breakfast and dinner will be enjoyed at our accommodation, whilst we normally take a 

packed lunch to keep us going during the day. Please bring a thermos if you would like to take a 

hot drink out with you during the day (we also plan tea / coffee stops where possible). 

Weather 

The weather in Iceland is notoriously unpredictable and even though this trip is in July we can 

expect anything from warm sunshine to snow flurries.  So come prepared for a cool trip and hope 

that it may be mild and sunny! The north of Iceland is quite dry, Mývatn typically getting about 

40cm of rain annually. However, the south-west does tend to be wetter.  

Regional flights 

We are happy to organise regional flights to and from Iceland wherever possible. Currently, flights 

depart several times a week from Glasgow and Birmingham (Icelandair), London Gatwick (Icelandair 

and Wow air), Manchester (easyJet and Icelandair), and Edinburgh, Bristol, Belfast and London Luton 

(all with easyJet). As these flights do not always fit in perfectly with the tour dates or group flight 

times, we would be happy to arrange additional accommodation in Iceland before and / or after 

the tour to enable you to travel from your preferred airport.  

How to book your place 

In order to book your place on this holiday, please give us a call on 01962 733051 with a credit or 

debit card, book online at www.naturetrek.co.uk, or alternatively complete and post the booking 

form at the back of our main Naturetrek brochure, together with a deposit of 20% of the holiday 

cost plus any room supplements if required. If you do not have a copy of the brochure, please call 

us on 01962 733051 or request one via our website. Please stipulate any special requirements, for 

example extension requests or connecting/regional flights, at the time of booking. 

 

N.B. All of our tours strictly follow the UK government’s Covid-19 guidelines. For further information 

please visit our ‘Coronavirus update’ at: www.naturetrek.co.uk/news/coronavirus-update  

 Slavonian Grebe (by D Phillips) 

Strokkur (Kerrie Porteous) 

http://www.naturetrek.co.uk/

